My Burberry Black, £92, visit
uk.burberry.com. “To me,
fragrance has an emotional
resonance; it can inspire
memories in a second. The
campaign for this is as sexy
as the scent. I adore Christopher
Bailey and the essential
Britishness of Burberry; we just
seem like a good fit”

Moroccanoil
Treatment Original,
£31.85, from
lookfantastic.com.
“Because my hair is
coloured so much for
the roles I play, I use
a lot of oils”

MAC In Extreme
Dimension Waterproof
Mascara in Black, £19,
visit maccosmetics.co.uk.
“To be honest, I hoard
mascaras; this
waterproof one is nice”

Burberry Fresh
Glow BB Cream, £30.
“Something to add
just a little colour and
coverage. I blend it
with my fingers”
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Tangle Teezer Compact
Styler in Gold Rush,
£12.25, visit
tangleteezer.com. “With
my hair, I like an undone
look, so I use this brush
then leave it to dry
naturally to encourage
movement – especially
now it is growing out
from my bob”

Lily James...
#BAGSPILL

Burberry Lip & Cheek Bloom in
Orange Blossom, £24. “I don’t
like to wear much make-up; I
prefer a healthy glow. This gives
a blush to cheeks and lips that is
modern, glowy and fresh”

WHICH HAIR HEROES AND MAKE-UP MARVELS
GET TOP BILLING FROM THE ‘CINDERELLA’ AND
‘DOWNTON ABBEY’ STAR?

From period drama Downton to the BBC’s lavish
War and Peace adaptation and Disney’s box office hit Cinderella,
Lily James has conquered screens both big and small, and recently
wowed the West End in Romeo and Juliet. We asked the 27-year-old
actress and new face of My Burberry fragrance to reveal the products
that make it into her off-set hair and make-up kit.

Burberry Face Contour Pen
in Medium, £25. “I use this
to draw in my cheekbones
and add a little colour to
shade my eyes. You can put
it on with your fingers and
it’s super-lightweight”

Burt’s Bees Beeswax
Lip Balm Tin, £4.99,
visit burtsbees.co.uk.
“Together with pens
and foreign coins, I
always have this at the
bottom of my bag”

Elemis Hydra-Nourish Night Cream,
£43, visit elemis.com. “I take good care
of my skin and always wear an SPF and
moisturise. When I’m in Los Angeles I go
to Kate Somerville’s salon for a facial;
she really knows how to get my skin
back in shape after flying or filming”
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